
	
	

	
President’s	Report	

	
In	 some	 pleasing	 news	 the	 City	 Council	 have	
accepted	a	tender	to	have	our	long	awaited	roof	
repairs	 addressed.	 There	 will	 be	 some	
disruptions	as	in	addition	to	roof	repairs	a	major	
drainage	 project	 will	 be	 conducted.	 Members	
will	be	kept	up	to	date	regarding	the	timetable	
and	 I	 thank	you	 for	 your	patience	during	 these	
activities.	
	
One	 of	 the	 biggest	 congresses	 of	 the	 year	 is	
about	to	commence	at	the	Gold	Coast.	BBC	have	
a	 number	 of	 players	 attending	 including	 all	 of	
our	 directors.	 Unfortunately	 this	 has	 meant	
some	 closures	 during	 the	 week.	 Our	
administrator	 Chris	 has	 done	 a	 fantastic	 job	 to	
keep	 these	 to	a	minimum.	Chris	 is	even	driving	
back	 from	 the	 Gold	 Coast	 on	 the	 Friday	 to	
ensure	this	very	popular	session	goes	ahead.	
	
In	club	news	we	have	just	finished	our	red	point	
Summer	Teams	event.	Congratulations	to	the		
	
	
	
	

the	Long	team.	The	event	was	very	well	 run	by	
Chris	and	he	received	invaluable	assistance	from	
Julie	 Jeffries	 and	 David	 O'Gorman.	 I	 know	 that	
Chris	 was	 extremely	 grateful	 for	 all	 their	 help.	
Well	done	Chris,	Julie	and	David.	
	
The	club	championships	are	being	held	Saturday	
3	 March.	 In	 addition	 to	 the	 open	 draw	 once	
again	we	 have	 a	 half	 day	 event	 for	 those	with	
fewer	 than	 50	 masterpoints.	 I	 encourage	 all	
members	to	enter.	
	
Robyn	 Brady	 has	 been	 battling	 some	 health	
issues.	We	 all	 wish	 her	 a	 speedy	 recovery	 and	
hope	 to	 see	her	happy	 smiling	 face	at	 the	 club	
as	soon	as	possible.	
	
Good	 luck	 to	 those	 participating	 at	 the	 Gold	
Coast.	 Play	 well	 but	 more	 importantly	 travel	
safe	and	enjoy	yourselves.	
	

Peter	Burke	
	

	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



Chris’s	Administrator’s	Corner
	

Bridge	 at	 BBC	 during	 the	Gold	 Coast	 Congress	
(17	–	24	February)	
BBC	 will	 be	 closed	 for	 the	 following	 sessions	
during	the	Gold	Coast	Congress	…	

• Tuesday	Morning	–	20	February	
• Tuesday	Night	–	20	February	
• Thursday	Morning	–	22	February	

We	will	be	open	for	all	other	sessions.	
	
There	will	be	no	guaranteed	game	if	you	turn	up	
without	a	partner	on	…	

• Monday	19	February	(as	per	usual)	
• Wednesday	21	February	
• Friday	23	February	(as	per	usual)	

	
BBC	Club	Pairs	Championship		
(Red	Points)	-	Saturday	3	March	
Our	 premier	 club	 event	 is	 coming	 up	 straight	
after	the	Gold	Coast	Congress.		The	event	will	be	
run	similar	to	last	year	with	two	grades.		

• Open	-	9.30am	start	(all	day)	
• Under	50	masterpoints	-	1pm	start.			

Prior	entry	is	required.	You	can	enter	on	the	BBC	
website	 events	 page,	 email	 the	 club	 or	 submit	
the	 entry	 form	 available	 at	 the	 club.	 	 Entries	
close	Wednesday	28	February	at	1pm.	
Note:	 The	 only	 play	 on	 Saturday	 3	March	will	
be	 the	 Club	 Championship.	 	 There	 will	 be	 no	
normal	afternoon	duplicate	pairs	on	this	day.	
	
BBC	GNOT	Heat		
(Teams	with	Gold	Points)		
Tuesday	Mornings	13	&	20	March	
A	 team	 can	 consist	 of	 4	 –	 6	 players,	 with	 four	
players	 playing	 each	 day.	 	 Prior	 entry	 is	
required.	 	 You	 can	 enter	 on	 the	 BBC	 website	
events	page,	email	the	club	or	submit	the	entry	
form	 available	 at	 the	 club.	 	 Entries	 close	
Saturday	10	March	at	1pm.	
Note:	The	only	play	on	Tuesday	morning	13	&	
20	March	will	be	the	GNOT	Heat.		There	will		
	
	

	
be	 no	 normal	 duplicate	 pairs	 on	 these	 two	
mornings.	
	
Easter	Weekend	Play	

• Good	Friday	-	10am	session	
• Saturday	-	1pm	session	
• Easter	Monday	-	No	9.30am	pairs	session	

due	to	the	Easter	Congress	

	
Date	Claimer	
BBC	Easter	Congress		

• Sunday	1	April	(Graded	Pairs)	
• Monday	2	April	(Graded	Teams)	

	
Masterpoint	Promotions	
Congratulations	 to	 the	 following	 member	 who	
has	received	a	masterpoint	promotion.	

• Gloria	Newton	–	Club	

	
New	Members	
The	 Committee	 welcomes	 the	 following	 new	
members	 and	 wishes	 them	 a	 long	 and	 happy	
association	with	BBC.	

• Fran	Bensted	
• Fred	Cooper	
• Mary	Dettori	
• Leonie	Elphinstone	
• Deanne	Gaskill	
• Suzan	Haynes		
• Barbara	Kent	
• Vicky	London	
• Lyn	Miles	
• Diana	Norkaitis	
• Karin	Olislagers	

The	Committee	also	welcomes	back	Jane	Postle	
who	is	re-joining	after	a	period	of	absence	from	
BBC.	
For	 visitors	who	 have	 submitted	 an	 application	
for	membership	form	in	the	last	couple	of	weeks,	
your	 application	 will	 be	 presented	 at	 the	 next	
committee	meeting.	
	

Chris	Larter	



Gold Coast Congress 
Friday 16 February – Saturday 24 February

 
Final Reminders 
 
• This year the GCC will be played at the 

Casino end of the Gold Coast Convention 
Centre 

• Please remember that you do need to bring 
a wrap or coat as there will always be cold 
spots even if the outside temperature is over 
30 

• Remember that on Saturday 17 February 
The Bobby Richman Championship Pairs 
starts at 11.00am and the Weekend Swiss 
Pairs starts at 3.15pm 
 

 

 

 

• The Wednesday Theme Day this year is 
‘Aussie, Aussie, Aussie’ 

Good luck to all BBC players and enjoy 
yourselves! 
 
BBC Dinner  
Some BBC members will be getting together for 
a meal during the Gold Coast Congress.  This 
will be held on Tuesday 20 February after play 
at the Broadbeach Tavern.  If you would like to 
attend, please RSVP to Lesleigh Egan by 
Monday morning 19 February.  This is so a 
table can be booked. 

 
 

	
Director’s	Corner:		Across-the-Field	Scoring	

	
Across-the-Field scoring was devised as a 
method of scoring for multiple sections in a 
seeded field for an event.  Each section has 
to be equal in strength.  It's also best for 
each section to have the same number of 
tables (e.g. 2 sections of 7 tables). 
 
A prime example when Across-the-Field 
scoring would be used is the qualifying 
round of an event requiring pre-entry and 
thus allowing the field to be seeded 
beforehand.  From the qualifying round 
results, the top third would play in their own 
section for the championship.  Similarly, 
those who came in the middle third would 
play for the plate and the bottom third 
would play for the consolation. 
 
Across-the-field scoring was introduced at 
BBC some years ago when sessions were 
much smaller.  Now that we have some 
very large sessions, particularly Mondays 
and Fridays, it's no longer appropriate to 
use Across-the Field scoring because the 
field is not seeded and sections often have 
a different number of tables.  (e.g. 9 tables 

with 27 boards in play and 8 tables with 32 
boards in play).  Obviously we can't seed 
the field because we don't know who is 
coming. 
 
A recent meeting of BBC Directors 
discussed the issue of Across-the-Field 
scoring and agreed that it was no longer 
appropriate or fair given our increased 
number of tables. 
 
Consequently, Across-the-Field scoring will 
be removed from the day to day sessions at 
BBC starting immediately.  When there are 
two or three sections at a session, each 
section will be scored separately.   
 
The Directors understand that some 
players will be disappointed about the 
discontinuation of Across-the-Field scoring 
for numerous reasons.  However providing 
a fair result to you, the players, is more 
important. 
 
 
Chris Larter on behalf of the BBC Directors 
	
	
	



Stacking	The	Odds	In	Your	Favour	
	
There	 is	 a	 reason	 that	 casinos	 stay	 in	business,	
and	 that	 the	 principality	 of	 Monte	 Carlo	 has	
existed	 for	 centuries	 –	 both	 stack	 the	 odds	
against	the	punters.		Similarly,	you	should	try	to	
profitably	 stack	 the	 odds	 in	 your	 favour	 at	 the	
bridge	table.	
	
Take	this	hand:	
	

♠	AQ543	
	 	 ♥	A109	
	 	 ♦	432	
	 	 ♣	A2	
	
♣K	led	
	
	 	 ♠	2	
	 	 ♥	KQJ8765	
	 	 ♦	765	
	 	 ♣	87	
	
You	are	in	4H.	
	
You	 can	 see	4	 losers	 –	 3	 diamonds	 and	1	 club.		
You	must	get	one	away	somehow	to	make	your	
contract.	
The	 beginner	 or	 weak	 player	 messes	 about	
aimlessly	and	eventually	loses	the	4	tricks.	
The	intermediate	player	spots	the	chance	of	the	
spade	 finesse.	 	 If	 the	 finesse	works	 (50%),	 you	
can	get	one	loser	away	and	make	your	contract.		
However,	 today	 the	 finesse	 is	 wrong,	 and,	 to	
add	 insult	 to	 injury,	 the	 intermediate	 player	
loses	 the	♠K,	 the	 3	 diamonds	 and	 a	 club	 and	
goes	down	further	than	the	beginner.	
The	good	player	sees	a	better	chance.		We	have	
6	spades	between	the	hands,	so	the	opposition	
have	7.	 	 If	 the	opposition	spades	break	4-3,	we	
could	play	♠A	and	ruff	spades	3	times	and	make	
the	♠Q.	 	The	chance	of	 this	 is	62.2%	 -	a	better	
proposition	than	the	finesse.		You	also	have	the	
chance	 of	 a	 singleton	 king	 (about	 1%)	 or	 a	
doubleton	 king	 (about	 8%)	 to	 add	 to	 a	 total	 of	
about	72%	-	a	much	better	proposition	than	the	
finesse.	

But	 I	 hear	 you	 complain,	 how	 can	 I	 remember	
such	 obscure	 stats	 at	 the	 bridge	 table?	 	 The	
answer	 is	you	don’t	necessarily	need	to.	 	There	
is	a	very	helpful	bridge	maxim:	
“If	you	are	missing	an	even	number	of	cards	in	
a	suit,	they	are	likely	to	break	oddly.	
If	you	are	missing	an	odd	number	of	cards,	they	
are	likely	to	break	evenly”		
This	maxim	 is	 telling	us	 that	 that	 the	missing	7	
(an	odd	number)	cards	are	likely	to	break	evenly	
(ie	4-3)	rather	than	a	more	extreme	distribution.	
We	 do	 have	 to	 check	 we	 have	 enough	 entries	
for	 the	operation	 though.	 	 If	we	have	 to	 ruff	 3	
times	 and	 get	 back	 to	 dummy	 we	 need	 4	
entries.		♠A	and	3	trumps	seem	to	fit	the	bill.	
	
Let’s	put	that	all	together	on	our	hand:	
	
	 	 ♠AQ543	
	 	 ♥	A109	
	 	 ♦	432	
	 	 ♣	A2	
	
♠	1098		 	 	 ♠	KJ76	
♥	43	 	 	 	 ♥	2	
♦	KJ8	 	 	 	 ♦	AQ109		
♣	KQJ109	 	 	 ♣	6543	
	
	 	 ♠	2	
	 	 ♥	KQJ8765	
	 	 ♦	765	
	 	 ♣	87	
	
1. Win	the	♣K	with	the	♣A,	play	♠A	and	ruff	a	

spade	high	with	the	♥K.	
2. Go	back	to	dummy	with	♥9	and	ruff	another	

spade	high	with	♥Q.	
3. Go	 back	 to	 dummy	 with	 ♥10	 and	 ruff	

another	spade	high	with	♥J.	
4. Your	♠Q	 is	 now	 good.	 	 Go	 to	 dummy	with	

♥A	 and	 throw	 a	 club	 or	 diamond	 away	 on	
the	♠Q	and	accept	partner’s	congratulations	
for	a	well	made	10	tricks.	

	
	 	 	 	 Peter	Evans



Summer	Teams	Result	
	
1.	Long	–	Keith	Long,	John	Lahey,	Andrew	Chan,	Louisa	Kwok	
	
2.	Loth	–	Carol	Loth,	Wolf	Stuthe,	Alan	McKenna,	Judy	Milliner	
	
3.	Eberhardt	–	Jane	Eberhardt,	Merryl	Moore,	Andrew	Gosney,	Chris	Larter.	
	
4.	Hinsch	–	Nanette	Hinsch,	Peter	Burke,	Tilley	Thillainathan,	Ross	Currin,	Jill	O’Malley	Jones.	
	
5.	Jeffries	–	Julie	Jeffries,	David	O’Gorman,	Jan	Rawson,	Paul	Thiem.	
	
Well	done	Keith!	Strewth	you	must	have	had	good	teammates.	
	

Rules	of	Being	a	Good	Partner	
	

‘I	have	always	believed	that	your	attitude	toward	your	partner	is	as	important	as	your	technical	skill	at	
the	game.’	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Rixi	Markus	
	
1.	Do	not	give	lessons,	unless	you	are	being	paid	to	do	so.	
	
2.	Never	say	anything	to	your	partner	unless	you	would	want	him/her	to	say	the	same	to	you.	If	you	are	
unsure	whether	your	partner	would	want	you	to	say	something,	don’t.	
	
3.	Never	‘result’	(criticise	your	partner	for	a	normal	action	just	because	it	did	not	work	this	time).	
	
4.	Unless	your	intent	is	to	clear	up	a	misunderstanding,	avoid	discussing	the	hand	just	played.	If	you	
cannot	resist,	be	discreet.	
	
5.	Remember	that	you	and	your	partner	are	on	the	same	side.	
	
6.	Do	not	forget	that	your	partner	wants	to	win	just	as	much	as	you	do.	
	
7.If	you	feel	the	urge	to	be	nasty,	sarcastic,	critical	or	loud	–	excuse	yourself	and	take	a	walk.	
	
8.	When	there	is	time	between	hands,	do	not	discuss	bridge.	
	
9.	Do	not	ever	criticize	or	embarrass	your	partner	in	front	of	others.	
	
10.	Remember	that	bridge	is	only	a	card	game.	
	
If	you	carefully	subscribe	to	these	dictums	you	may	become	as	nice	a	person,	and	as	popular	a	partner,	
as	I	am	myself.	
	
These	rules	are	courtesy	of	Marty	Bergen	from	his	excellent	book	Points	Schmoints!		
There	will	be	the	second	ten	in	next	month’s	Newsletter.	



Bridge	Hand	
	

Timing	
	
The	 time	 element	 plays	 an	 important	 part	 in	
both	Declarer	play	and	defence.	There	may	well	
be	 ten	 potential	 winners	 in	 a	 contract	 of	 4	
Spades,	but	it	is	often	possible	for	four	tricks	to	
be	lost	before	ten	are	won.	Similarly	in	defence,	
there	may	well	 be	 enough	 tricks	 to	 defeat	 the	
contract,	 but	 declarer	 may	 win	 the	 race	 and	
make	 his	 quota	 of	 tricks	 before	 the	 defenders	
can	get	theirs.	
The	following	hand	also	underlines	the	fact	that	
good	 bridge	 does	 not	 mean	 always	 mindlessly	
following	 the	 ‘rules’.	 The	 usually	 accurate	
dictum	 of	 leading	 up	 to	weakness,	 is	 shown	 in	
this	hand	to	not	be	invariable.	
South	declares	4Sx	after	North	opened	and	East	
doubled	for	take	out	and	then	doubled	the	final	
contract.	
	

♠	83	
♥	K62	
♦	AQ6	
♣	AQJ76	

♠	7	 	 	 	 ♠	AK4	
♥	QJ1094	 	 	 ♥	A8753	
♦	10732	 	 	 ♦	KJ5	
♣	853	 	 	 	 ♣	K2	

♠	QJ109652	
♥	-	
♦	984	
♣	1094	

	
	
	
	

	
West	leads	the	Q♥covered	by	the	King,	Ace	and	
ruffed	by	South.	Although	disappointed	by	this		
development	 East	 remained	 confident	 that	 his	
double	would	bear	fruit	–	he	had	A	K	of	trumps,	
the	 K♣	 and	 surely	 a	 diamond	 trick	 would	 fall	
inexorably	 into	 his	 hands.	 He	 was	 to	 be	 sadly	
mistaken	 and	 this	 is	 where	 the	 time	 factor	
comes	in,	South	may	well	make	ten	tricks	before	
East	can	get	his	four.		
After	ruffing	the	heart	lead	South	leads	Q♠	and	
East	wins.	 Suppose	 East	 returns	 a	Heart,	 South	
ruffs	 and	 leads	 the	 J♠to	 East’s	 Ace.	 East	 plods	
on	 unthinkingly	 with	 another	 Heart	 or	 trump	
and	all	his	hopes	have	become	ashes.	With	the	
last	trump	drawn	South	leads	the	10♣	and	lets	it	
run.	 East	wins	but	 the	 rest	of	 the	 tricks	belong	
to	South	–	4	Spades	made.	
So	what	 does	 East	 do	 to	 claim	his	 4	 tricks?	He	
must	realise	that	his	partner	can	have	no	tricks,	
so	 the	 defence	 is	 entirely	 his	 responsibility.	
When	 in	 with	 his	 first	 trump	 trick	 he	 has	 to	
attempt	 to	 establish	 a	 diamond	 trick	 whilst	 he	
still	has	two	entries		(Second	trump	honour	and	
the	 K♣).	 He	 needs	 therefore	 to	 lead	 his	 5♦	
towards	the	AQ6	in	dummy.	He	has	to	hope	that	
partner	has	 the	10♦	 (or	even	the	9	as	declarer	
may	 not	 play	 the	 10	 if	 he	 has	 it).	 This	 draws	 a	
high	 honour	 from	 dummy	 and	 then	 when	 in	
with	 his	 A♠	 he	 leads	 the	 K	 or	 J♦	 thereby	
establishing	 the	 fourth	 trick	 for	 the	 defence	
whilst	he	still	has	the	K♣.	
	 	 	 	 	 Arne	

	
	

	
Bridge	Dictionary	

	
Bozone	(n.):	The	substance	surrounding	bridge	players	that	stops	bright	ideas	from	penetrating.	Unlike	
the	Ozone	layer,	the	Bozone	layer	shows	no	sign	of	weakening.	
	
Roman	Key-Card	Blackwood	—	an	ingenious	convention	that	allows	you	to	get	to	a	grand	slam	missing	
3	Aces.		



Awards	
	
The	Nadia	Comaneci	Award	goes	to	Lorna	Newnham	who,	without	safety	net,	did	a	backward	double	
somersault	with	twist	in	the	piked	position,	on	the	up	travelator	at	Toowong	shopping	centre,	to	general	
acclaim	and	standing	ovation,	and	received	a	maximum	6.0	for	artistic	impression.	
	
The	Carl	Jung	Award	for	psychological	perspicacity	is	won	by	Lynne	(Fatso)	Henley	(the	Renoir	model	
look	alike)	who	caught	me	psychoanalysing	her	with	intent	to	injure	her	psyche,	and	reacted	accordingly	
in	a	rather	impish,	provocative	and	delightfully	abusive	manner.		

	
	

Sarcasm	Overheard	at	the	Bridge	Table	
	
Bridge	Player:	"You've	got	to	be	the	worst	partner	in	the	world!"	
Partner:	"I	doubt	it,	that	would	be	too	much	of	a	coincidence"	
	
Bridge	Player:	"	Well,	Partner,	How	do	you	like	my	play?"	
Partner:	"Very	good!	But	personally	I	prefer	Bridge."	
	
Bridge	Player:	"Sorry	Partner,	I	have	never	played	this	badly	before!"	
Partner:	"I	didn't	realize	you	have	played	before."	
	
Bridge	Player:	"	Do	you	think	my	game	is	improving?"	
Partner:	"Oh	yes!	You	only	go	down	one	nowadays"	
	
Bridge	Player:	"Do	you	think	it	is	a	sin	to	play	Bridge	on	Sunday?"	
Partner:	"The	way	you	play,	it's	a	crime	any	day	of	the	week!"	
	

	
	

Endgame	
	

I	would	like	to	join	our	President	in	wishing	all	those	playing	at	the	Gold	Coast	Congress	the	very	best	of	
luck.	Keep	out	of	fights	and	always	remember	‘if	in	doubt,	blame	partner’.	I	realise	that	my	absence	this	
year	will	spoil	the	pleasure	for	many	of	you,	but	bear	up	and	do	your	best.	
	
If	anybody	knows	a	local	company	or	business	who	may	be	prepared	to	be	a	BBC	sponsor,	please	talk	to	
a	Committee	member.		
	
If	any	member	has	any	spare	current	dump	tickets	I	would	be	glad	to	take	them	off	your	hands.	Elaine	
and	I	have	a	garden	that	liberates	detritus	to	the	extent	that	I	go	to	the	dump	weekly,	and	given	a	choice	
I	would	prefer	not	to	give	the	council	any	more	than	my	extravagant	rates.	Thank	you.	
	
	
	
	



Joke	of	the	Month	(courtesy	of	Keith	–	it’s	the	only	clean	one	he	knows)	
	
	
An	old	woman	is	sitting	on	the	patio	with	her	husband	and	sipping	on	a	glass	of	wine.	She	days	“	I	love	
you	so	much,	I	don’t	know	how	I	could	ever	live	without	you’.	
	
Her	husband	asks	‘Is	that	you	or	the	wine	talking?’	
	
She	replies	’It’s	me	…	talking	to	the	wine’.		
	
	
	
	
Meanwhile	Lynne	and	Lesleigh	are	deep	in	conversation	…..	
	

	
	

	

	

Please	send	all	material	for	future	newsletters	to	the	Editor,	Arne	Jonsberg,	via	email	at	
arnejuser2@bigpond.com,	or	contact	Arne	by	phone	at	3342-0105.	Current	and	past	newsletters	
available	for	viewing	and	download	on	BBC’s	web-site:	www.bbc.bridgeaustralia.org	

	

	

	


